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Abstract
Several recent studies have demonstrated that Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) can utilize existing
subsurface telecom fiber (i.e. dark fiber) for high quality seismic measurements. Researchers to date have
shown that this sensing combination, coupled to ambient noise interferometry techniques, can effectively
image the shallow subsurface (< 30 m) using vehicle and infrastructure noise (f = 8 - 30 Hz). We present
the first long-offset surface wave inversion study targeting deeper (⁓ 500 m) structure using DAS and dark
fiber. This study utilizes a previously acquired dataset collected on a 23 km fiber section between West
Sacramento and Woodland, CA, part of the DOE Energy Science Network (ESnet). By targeting noise
generated by a co-linear rail line, broadband and rich in low frequencies (down to f=1 Hz), and long array
offsets, we generate high-quality interferometric gathers suitable for inversion. Subsequent surface wave
inversions using a multimode Monte Carlo (MC) sampling algorithm are consistent with geology and
available confirmatory datasets derived from co-located sonic logs. The relatively sparse confirmatory
data demonstrates, by comparison, the utility of the high spatial sampling provided by DAS. These results
open the door to larger regional DAS studies targeting deeper targets but with resolutions higher than
those afforded by the use of persistent low frequency (f<1 Hz) ocean microseism-related noise.

Introduction
The characterization of the top several hundred meters of the Earth’s subsurface is crucial for
understanding a variety of phenomena including near-surface property variations for geohazard
evaluation or distribution and accessibility to water and other resources. However, our current
understanding of the subsurface at these depths is limited by our ability to image its structure and
temporal variations at high resolution using classical geophysical approaches. In seismological studies,
specifically, the high cost of active surveys and long-term deployments and the sparse coverage of
permanent arrays make it challenging to acquire high-resolution data at regional scale. These limitations
result in missed information that can lead to restricted understanding of geological structures and
unidentified hazards as well as limited capacity for process monitoring.

Recently, the combination of novel sensing techniques with the use of already existing sensing networks
has offered an attractive alternative to classical seismological studies. Here, we explore the applicability
of Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) using so-called “dark fiber” networks. These networks consist of
subsurface fiber-optic cables that were originally deployed for telecommunication purposes but are
currently not in use for data transmission. Because of the high cost of commercial fiber installation, it is
common practice to install significantly more fiber than needed for current demand. This custom in
combination with technological advances in available bandwidth per cable yields an excess of fiber that is
not in use. These dark fiber networks are widespread, are found both onshore and offshore, and are often
available for lease and purchase to be repurposed as sensing arrays. Recent studies have demonstrated
the potential of combining DAS and dark fiber networks for near-surface imaging and earthquake
seismology (Dou et al., 2017; Ajo-Franklin et al., 2018; Jousset et al., 2018).
Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) is an innovative and rapidly developing technology that uses the
principles of coherent optical time-domain reflectometry (COTDR) to make spatially distributed
measurements of extensional strain or strain rate along an optical fiber (Parker et al., 2014; Hartog et al.,
2017). A laser pulse sent down the fiber optic cable is backscattered by impurities in the fiber (Rayleigh
scattering) and measured by an interferometric system. When extensional strain is applied at a location
along the cable, the phase of the backscattered light changes. The system correlates these changes at
specific locations along the cable to strain in the fiber at those positions. Differences in phase and
amplitude of the backscattered light profile are measured over short subsets of the cable, referred to as
gauge length. DAS technology enables acquisition of high-resolution seismological data at frequencies
from the kHz to mHz for long distances (tens of km) and at very dense spatial samplings (down to 1 m) in
contexts in which the use of conventional sensors is intricate and/or costly (Daley et al., 2016; Becker et
al., 2017). DAS is incrementally being adopted in the field of applied geophysics and a variety of studies
have demonstrated its suitability for a range of applications such as vertical seismic profiling (Daley et al.,
2013; Mateeva et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2017), time-lapse monitoring of near-surface
properties (Dou et al., 2017; Ajo-Franklin et al., 2018), earthquake detection (Lindsey et al., 2017; AjoFranklin et al., 2018; Li & Zhan, 2018), and hydrological monitoring (Becker et al., 2017).
In this study, we investigate the potential of combining DAS and dark fiber networks for ambient noise
imaging at intermediate depths. In the past decade, many studies have shown that ubiquitous vibrations
generated by natural and anthropogenic sources (e.g. wind, rivers, ocean waves, traffic) can be analyzed
to recover subsurface information. By cross-correlating ambient seismic noise recordings at two receivers,
subsurface velocity structure between the two can be retrieved using interferometric approaches (Bensen
et al, 2007, Snieder & Larose, 2013; Campillo & Roux, 2015). Because most of the noise has its origin on
the surface, most of the observed ambient seismic noise has a strong component of surface waves that
are exploited for a variety of imaging purposes (Campillo & Roux, 2015). A large number of ambient
seismic noise studies utilize broadband sensors located tens of kilometers apart for subsurface imaging at
the crustal or lithospheric scale (Li et al., 2010; Molinari et al., 2015; Shapiro et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2008).
These works generally exploit natural ambient seismic noise in the microseisms band (5 s and above) to
reach depths of tens of kilometers or greater with resolution of several tens of kilometers. In near-surface
and geotechnical applications, classical methods such as multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW)
exploit noise at high frequencies (typically 10 Hz or greater) to image the Vs structure of the top 30 m of
the subsurface (Park et al., 1999; Kaufmann et al., 2005; E. H. Parker & Hawman, 2012; Xia, 2014). These
studies commonly use short arrays of densely spaced short-period sensors (e.g. geophones). These arrays

provide velocity information with vertical resolution in the order of a few meters, but their lateral extent
and spatial coverage is limited. These constraints restrict its application to local structures. The opposite
is true for studies of the top hundreds of meters of the Earth’s subsurface. Whereas spatial coverage and
deep penetration can be achieved with extensive, broadband arrays, dense spacing is not feasible with
conventional sensors due their high cost, which results in poor lateral resolution.
In this context, DAS is an excellent alternative to bridge the gap between low-frequency, regional studies
and high-resolution, local investigations. DAS allows deployments of seismic arrays capable of recording
broadband data at high spatial resolution for distances of several km. Telecom fiber-optic networks, in
turn, are commonly routed along road and railway right-of-ways, areas which are rich in ambient noise.
In a previous study, we demonstrated that ambient noise interferometry could be applied to DAS ambient
noise recordings generated by a train travelling parallel to a section of a dark fiber network (Ajo-Franklin
et al., 2018). In this work, ambient noise analysis at frequencies in the traffic band were used to image the
top 50 m of the subsurface and to monitor groundwater level variations. To date, only a few other studies
have successfully used train-generated noise for imaging purposes (Nakata et al., 2011; Quiros et al.,
2016). In their study, Quiros et al. (2016) show that the ambient field generated by trains can be utilized
to produce virtual records of surface and body waves that can be analyzed for subsurface imaging down
to ⁓200 m. A recent study by Inbal et al. (2018) demonstrates that noise generated by freight trains can
be recorded in borehole arrays at distances of up to 50 km from the railway, and it is used to estimate
average attenuation values for depths between 200 and 500 m.
In this study, we use the DAS dataset introduced in Ajo-Franklin et al. (2018) to explore the potential of
exploiting train-generated noise recorded by a dark fiber network for imaging the subsurface down to 500
m and compare the results to exploration sonic well logs available along the profile. We find that the
inverted Vs profiles are consistent with available data and are well-constrained for the upper 300 m with
higher uncertainty in lower units due to the limited coherent energy generated by the train below 0.5 Hz.

Dark Fiber networks: the ESnet Dark Fiber Testbed
The dataset analyzed in this study was acquired using the fiber optic cable installation maintained as part
of the Energy Sciences Network’s (ESnet) Dark Fiber Testbed. ESnet is a nationwide US Department of
Energy Office (DOE) user facility. It provides high-performance, unclassified infrastructure that connects
DOE research sites (including supercomputer facilities and major scientific instruments) as well as
research and commercial networks. The Dark Fiber Testbed itself consists of a 20,920 km (13,000 miles)
network of short and long haul telecommunication fiber used for network communication research. This
network utilizes single mode telecommunication fiber optic cables of varying age and installation modes,
none installed with sensing in mind, making it a representative example of currently available commercial
networks and expected DAS data quality.

Study site and data acquisition
The study site under investigation is located on the Sacramento River flood plain, northwest of the city of
Sacramento, California (Figure 1). It is located within the southern portion of the Sacramento Valley, which
in turn constitutes the northern arm of California’s Central Valley. The shallow stratigraphy of the site
mainly consists of Quaternary flood plain deposits comprised of an intercalation of clays, silts, fine sands
and gravels that can reach thicknesses of up to 46 m in the area. Regionally, these young sediments are
underlain by alluvial deposits of Pliocene age, that are composed of loose to moderately compacted clays,
silts, sand and gravels, and by the partially lithified deposits of the Tehama formation, which includes silts,
clays and fine sands that enclose sand and silt, gravel and silt and cemented conglomerate lenses (Olmsted
& Davis, 1961). Deeper horizons include fill sediments in the Markley Gorge (600-800 mbgs, see PepperKittredge & Wilson, 1984) which overly the late Cretaceous Mokelumne River Formation (⁓800-1000
mbgs), the latter of which produces gas at commercial quantities. The study site is in close proximity to
the Conway Ranch gas field (Campion Jr, 1980) as well as the Todhunter Lake field (Hunter et al., 1984);
as a result, numerous wells have been drilled along the transect, all with available logs.
Within this region, data was acquired along a 23.29 km long transect of the ESnet’s Dark Fiber Testbed
that runs between West Sacramento and the town of Woodland in Yolo County (Figure 1). This section of
the network extends from urban areas in West Sacramento into farmland close to the Sacramento river,
crossing Interstate 5 before bending westwards towards Woodland. For most of its length, the network
runs along a rail line and a local road.
This study builds on the work presented in Ajo-Franklin et al. (2018), which uses the same dataset for
imaging near-surface structure, monitoring groundwater table variations, and detecting teleseismic
earthquakes. Data was acquired using a single DAS interrogator between July 28th, 2017 and January
18th, 2018. The DAS interrogation unit (Silixa iDAS, Elstree, UK) was installed on a vibration isolated table
inside a telecommunication Point-of-Present (PoP) facility in West Sacramento. The authors refer to AjoFranklin et al. (2018) for more details on hardware and installation conditions. Ambient noise was
recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz (2 ms), with spatial sampling of 2 m and a gauge length of 10 m.
Data was continuously recorded and stored in the form of 1-minute files in 8 TB external hard drives that
were manually exchanged weekly during the duration of the experiment.
Mapping of linear distances along the fiber cable and actual location coordinates was established by
carrying out impact tests at surface locations and identifying their response along the cable. These points
were surveyed with a high accuracy differential GPS and associated with the corresponding distance along
the fiber. Linear interpolation was performed between the known points. As a result, the uncertainty
associated to the final subsurface geometry of the cable is in the order of 5 m (Ajo-Franklin et al., 2018).

Figure 1. Aerial photograph showing location of the study site and transect of the ESnet Dark Fiber Testbed used in
this study. Labelled orange circles are deep boreholes with sonic log information used for groundtruth of ambient
noise analysis results. W1 = Hanks 3-4; W2 = Unit 1-1; W3 = Conway 4-2; W4 = Rivercat 11-2; W5 = Mattos 1;
W6 = Agriventure Ensher (AE) 19-1.

Data characteristics and analysis of noise sources
Following the establishment of the correct geometry, the characteristics of the ambient noise signals
recorded by the DAS array were then analyzed. Due to its location straddling an urban area and farm land
and its proximity to major infrastructure, this network is an excellent natural laboratory to test the
applicability of DAS using dark fiber networks for recording seismic noise from different sources.
Figure 2a shows a 10 second recording of ambient seismic noise across the entire fiber optic cable, starting
in West Sacramento and finishing near Woodland. The most evident feature is the deterioration in data
quality along the array at significant distances from the recording unit. Clear infrastructure-related seismic
signals are observed for the first 16 km of the profile, where the data is relatively clean and has sufficient
signal-to-noise ratio to observe discrete signals. Beyond that location, the signal slowly degrades and is
dominated by optical noise at the distal end of the profile. Several localized noisy sections are also
observed towards the beginning of the profile. Within the first 0.5 km of the profile, data is affected by
noise inside the Point-of-Presence where the recording unit sits. At a distance of about 3.5 to 4 km, data
quality is affected by poor coupling of the fiber optic cable, which is attached to a bridge in this section.
After this evaluation, noisy sections were disregarded for further analysis.

Besides data quality variability, differences in the character of the recorded ambient noise signals are also
observable. Most of the energy recorded corresponds to traffic noise along local roads and along regional
highways located to the north of the study site, as well as diffuse urban noise originated in Sacramento.
The signal with the highest amplitude corresponds to noise generated by a train travelling along the
railway that runs parallel to the fiber optic line. In Figure 2b, the frequency content of the corresponding
1 minute of data is analyzed as a function of distance along the cable. As is to be expected, the trafficgenerated noise dominates the spectrum and is concentrated within a frequency band between 3 and
30 Hz. Noise associated with railroad activity, however, is characterized by a broadband signal that varies
as the train is approaching and departing a particular location along the cable. Differences in the
frequency spectrum of the distinct noise signals are more evident in Figure 3, where normalized spectral
amplitudes of the three main type of noise signals identified in the data are shown. The background noise
spectra shown in blue in Figure 3a corresponds to the frequency content of a 1 minute file recorded during
night time, when traffic noise is minimal. These data have the smallest amplitude at all frequencies, and
its spectrum is characterized by an increasing trend towards high frequencies. A small peak is observed at
a frequency of approximately 4 Hz which most likely corresponds to urban noise from nearby Sacramento.
As expected, car-generated noise has higher amplitudes than background noise, and most of its energy is
concentrated at frequencies between 3 and 20 Hz, with the highest peak being at 4 Hz (green curve in
Figure 3a). In comparison with these two types of noise sources, energy generated by the train is
characterized by much higher amplitudes at all frequencies. Even though most of the energy is
concentrated in the traffic-band, with a prominent peak at about 8 Hz, the spectral content at lower
frequencies (i.e. below 3 Hz) is significantly higher. This characteristic frequency spectrum makes traingenerated noise the most energetic and most broadband signal present in our study area, and hence the
most appropriate ambient seismic noise for the purposes of intermediate-to-large scale imaging of the
subsurface.
A more quantitative analysis of the depth penetration of train-generated noise in our site can be obtained
by calculating sensitivity curves at the different frequencies contained in our ambient noise recordings.
Figure 3b illustrates the vertical and horizontal components of displacement for the fundamental mode
of a synthetic Rayleigh wave as a function of depth and frequency for a 6-layer subsurface model with
increasing velocity. These curves show that sensitivity rapidly decreases with depth for both components
of displacement, especially for high frequencies (> 3 Hz). This decay is more acute for the horizontal
component of displacement (dashed lines in Figure 3b). For this velocity structure, maximum sensitivity is
obtained for depths between 50 m and a 100 m. Significant sensitivity is achieved at depths down to
⁓300 m for waves with a frequency of 1 Hz, but frequencies as low as 0.5 Hz are needed in order for
Rayleigh wave energy to be sufficiently excited at the deepest sections of the profile. Hence, train noise
is best suited for deeper imaging.

Figure 2. Data characteristics along the dark fiber array. (a) 10 seconds-record of raw ambient seismic noise data.
Traffic noise generated by a freight train running on-line with the array and cars travelling along a road nearby are
the most conspicuous signals. (b) Frequency content variation across the array. Red, dashed-line rectangles
correspond to sections containing train and car noise indicated in (a).

Figure 3. (a) Comparison of spectral amplitude of the distinct noise signals sensed in our study site for a 1 minute of
seismic noise recording. Blue = background noise recorded at night, where traffic noise was minimal; green = noise
generated by moving cars; red = noise generated by an approaching train. (b) Sensitivity kernels represented by the
displacement of the vertical and horizontal components of a synthetic Rayleigh wave as a function of depth for
distinct frequencies contained in the train-generated noise used for ambient noise analysis, calculated for a simple
6-layer Vs model. For the horizontal component of displacement, positive values indicate prograde motions, whereas
negative values indicate retrograde motions.

Processing strategy
Based on the previous analysis, an approach similar to that used in Ajo-Franklin et al. (2018) is used in this
study. Infrastructure noise generated by a freight train running along the dark fiber cable is exploited to
retrieve the shear-wave velocity structure of the topmost few hundred meters beneath the cable. The
complete processing workflow is illustrated in Figure 4, which starts with the acquired 1-minute noise
records and ends with 1-dimensional shear-wave velocity profiles. This processing framework is very
similar to that of Ajo-Franklin et al. (2018), slightly modified to achieve deeper imaging, and is based on
well-established ambient noise analysis procedures (e.g. Bensen et al., 2007). A key difference with the
processing sequence used in Ajo-Franklin et al. (2018) is that 30 minute-long records instead of 1 minutelong records are processed.

Figure 4. Ambient noise processing flow for Vs recovery at intermediate depths.

Data selection
The analysis is performed on 1 km long segments of the array. These sections allow retrieving surfacewave energy at long offsets, which is necessary for large-scale imaging using long wavelengths, but still
are assumed to be adequate for 1-dimensional analysis of subsurface structure. In order to obtain
sampling of deep structure and surface-wave energy retrieval at long distances, it is important that
enough low frequency energy is captured. With this objective, the acquired noise data are organized into
30-minute long records to ensure that low frequency (i.e. long wavelength) phases are included (e.g. Seats
et al., 2012).
As shown in Figure 3a, train energy is the most energetic and broadband source available in our study site.
Accordingly, the data selected for analysis consists exclusively of records containing energy created by an
approaching or departing train. For each 1 km long section, 1-minute records containing train energy are
identified by scanning trace windowed root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude on the raw data and are
tagged as “train pass” (Ajo-Franklin et al., 2018). Next, 1-minute files acquired between 31 and 1 minutes
before or after the “train passes” in our selected cable section are concatenated into the 30-minute long
records to which ambient noise interferometry is subsequently applied.

Ambient noise interferometry and dispersion analysis
After construction of these longer records, pre-processing of the raw data is needed in order to prepare
them for cross-correlation (Bensen et al., 2007; Dou et al., 2017). Static offsets and linear trends are
removed from the raw, 30-minute long noise records, followed by temporal decimation down to a
sampling rate of 8 ms (f=125 Hz). Temporal normalization is applied using a running absolute-mean
procedure with a running window of 0.5 s, in order to reduce the effect of undesired signals such as
earthquakes. Next, the data are bandpassed between 0.002 and 15 Hz and these frequencies balanced
using spectral whitening. Following these preparation steps, for each of the 30-minute long records, the
southernmost receiver of the 1 km-long section is treated as the virtual source and cross-correlated with
all other receivers in that section to construct common virtual-source gathers. As observed in Figure 5a
and 5c, the resultant gathers are contaminated by horizontal (infinite velocity) noise that affects all
channels and is especially strong at zero lag time. This noise is most likely the effect of cross-correlating
coherent optical noise generated by the iDAS unit. This noise is suppressed by calculating the median
amplitude of each trace in the gather and subtracting it. Further signal enhancement and signal-to-noise
ratio improvement is achieved by temporally stacking multiple 30-minute long records, which suppresses
incoherent signals. The phase-weighted stacking method of Schimmel & Paulssen (1997) is used, which
allows data quality improvement with fewer records than what would be needed if a mean stack was
performed. Here, 45 records are stacked, corresponding to 22.5 hours of train noise (Figure 5b and 5d).
Ambient noise interferometry is followed by dispersion analysis. Slant stacking is applied to the common
virtual-shot gathers to transform the data from the time-distance domain to the frequency-velocity
(dispersion) domain. Once the dispersion spectrum is calculated, multimodal dispersion curves are
manually extracted and used as input for a multimodal surface-wave inversion.

Figure 5. Comparison between 30-minute single virtual shot gather and phase-weighted stack of 42 virtual shot
gathers. (a) Time- distance display of single cross-correlation. Green dashed-line indicates trace shown in (c). (b) as
in (a) for phase-weighted stack. (c) Normalized amplitude – time lag close up view of a single trace at offset indicated
in (a). Note signal is dominated by horizontal noise at 0 s time lag. (d) Same as (c) for a trace in virtual stack shown
in (b). Note the high amplitude group arrival between -2 and -3 s and between 2 and 4 s.

Multimodal Inversion Using the Haskell-Thomson Determinant Method
As discussed in Dou et al. (2017) and Ajo-Franklin et al. (2018), mode-numbering can be difficult in DAS
datasets. Consequently, we adopt the inversion approach developed by Maraschini et al. (2010), which
does not require explicit mode numbering. As opposed to minimizing the misfit between observed and
calculated dispersion curves, this inversion algorithm minimizes the determinant of the model-predicted

Haskell-Thomson propagator matrix. This matrix describes the propagating media and its determinant
depends on model parameters such as Vs, Vp (or Vp/Vs ratio), density and thickness of each model layer,
as well as the frequency-velocity point at which the determinant is calculated. The algorithm evaluates
the determinant misfit function at the frequency-velocity pairs of our observed dispersion curves and
finds the model that minimizes the function at these data appoints using the L1 norm. Details on the
calculation of the determinant misfit function and the inversion algorithm are found in Maraschini et al.
(2010) and Maraschini & Foti (2010).
A Monte Carlo sampling approach is adopted to allow for a sparse parameterization of the model space
Maraschini & Foti, 2010). The model is constructed as a series of distinct layers over a half space. Thorough
parameter testing suggests that a 6-layer model (5 layers plus the half-space) is most adequate to describe
the subsurface below the selected cable section. Vs and layer thickness are inverted for. For each Monte
Carlo run, a pool size of 1 x 106 models is defined and specified search bounds are broad, allowing model
exploration. Search bounds for each model parameter are specified in Table 1. After inversion, all models
are ranked by their L1 norm misfit and the top 0.1% best-fitting models are selected for analysis and
interpretation. The Haskell-Thomson determinant method provides the advantage of multimodal, nonlabeled data to be used as inversion input. However, it is important to note that this approach comes with
the pitfall that several local minima are present in the misfit function. In some cases, this feature will make
the resultant velocity inversion highly dependent on the choice of model bounds, since there is the risk of
the inversion to converge into a local minimum.

Table 1. Upper and lower bounds of Monte Carlo sampling for inversion parameters.
Model Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6 (half space)

Vs lower
(m/s)
250
300
400
600
900
1000

bound

Vs upper
(m/s)
700
900
1000
1200
1600
2000

bound

Thickness
bound (m)
10
30
30
50
50
-

lower

Thickness
bound (m)
60
100
100
100
100
-

upper

Results
Site Comparison Data
To assist in evaluating the inversion results, we made use of a large number of archival sonic logs acquired
in gas wells drilled near the fiber profile. Well logs were obtained from the California Department of Oil,
Gas, & Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) on-line database, picked, and digitized to LAS format. Sonic logs
dated from the 1960s to early 2000s and their quality was highly variable. In all cases, only P-wave sonic
logs were available, necessitating development of a Vp/Vs model for direct comparison to our Vs inversion
profiles. Additionally, no wells were logged to surface so our available constraints extend only from
⁓180 m depth to the extent of our inversion profile. Well locations and corresponding API identification

numbers are detailed in Table 2. The relatively sparse distribution of well data (despite the area’s history
of natural gas exploration) highlights the potential of dark fiber DAS to provide subsurface information
with high spatial sampling.

Table 2. Location and API identification numbers of well logs from the DOGGR database, used in this study to
evaluate inversion results.
Well name
Hanks 3-4
Unit 1-1
Conway 4-2
Rivercat 11-2
Mattos 1
Agriventure Ensher (AE) 19-1

Longitude
-121.62443
-121.61713
-121.637443
-121.600432
-121.588339
-121.581496

Latitude
38.669974
38.662796
38.655187
38.636183
38.633324
38.617168

API number
11320756
11320931
11321126
11321189
11320751
11321099

Figure 6A shows the catalog of log data used in developing our comparison model. The colored dots
represent Vp measurements for the 6 wells considered. As can be seen, while structural variations exist
between the wells, as would be expected given the different log vintages and departures from 1D geologic
structure, the first 600 m lacks any units with distinct P-wave properties. This zone appears to have a
consistent depth gradient, likely driven by increasing overburden stress given the relatively young age of
the sediments and known absence of cementation at these depths. Based on this observation, we decided
to average the logs to develop a larger scale 1D model; in Figure 6A, this is shown as the bold black line.
To convert this mean log Vp profile to a Vs model, we explored a variety of empirical as well as analytic
models to generate an appropriate Vp/Vs ratio. Our first attempts made use of classical empirical models
such as the regression set proposed by Brocher (2008) for Northern California. The depth regressions in
Brocher yielded higher P-wave velocities than observed in our log database suggesting they are not well
suited for this site.
Based on the observed depth trend, we evaluated the use of several contact-theory based models to
develop an appropriate Vp/Vs ratio model. Following the summary available in Mavko et al. (1998), we
tested the Hertz-Mindlin (HM) and Walton Smooth (WS) models (Mindlin, 1949; Walton, 1987) for both
predicting the observed P-wave trend and for Vp/Vs ratio estimation. We used these two contact theory
models assuming a lithostatic stress trend of 0.022 MPa/m (equivalent to 1 psi/ft) and a standard
hydrostatic pore pressure trend. We assumed a constant porosity of 0.34, an empirical
porosity/coordination number conversion, and that the grain properties are that of pure quartz. After dry
frame properties were calculated, we estimated water-saturated properties using Gassmann fluid
substitution (Mavko et al., 1998). A volumetric average was used to calculate density. Figure 6B compares
the resulting HM and WS predictions to the modeled P-wave velocity trend. The WS model with these
assumptions appears to capture the trend effectively, although slightly overestimates velocity, likely due
to the many simplifying assumptions.
A Vp/Vs ratio based on the WS model was then used to convert the P-wave sonic logs to Vs estimates.
Figure 6C shows the converted sonic logs (black) with the analytical HM and WS predictions; the close
correspondence between the analytical WS model and converted log estimates suggests that this

approach is reasonable. This correspondence also justified utilization of the WS model for prediction of
the shallower shear velocity structure; Figure 6D shows the integrated Vs model used for our inversion
comparisons consisting of the log conversion below ⁓150 m and the WS estimation at shallower depths.

Figure 6. Datasets and development of a reference Vs(z) model; Panel A shows available sonic logs (colored dots)
near the DAS profile as well as a V p depth average (black line). Panel B shows a comparison of the mean Vp log to
two analytical contact theory models (Hertz-Mindlin, HM, and Walton Smooth, WS, models). Panel C shows the
mean sonic log (black) converted to Vs using a depth-dependent Vp/Vs model derived from the Walton Smooth
model. Panel D shows the final reference Vs(z) model consisting of the converted logs below 150 m and the Walton
Smooth model above.

Inverted Vs structure and comparison to groundtruth data
Here, we present the results of applying the described processing approach to a 1 km long section located
towards the southern end of the line (red line in Figure 1). Figure 7 shows the results of the dispersion
analysis and the associated best-fit Vs model obtained from the inversion. The inverted profile reveals an
increasing velocity gradient within the top 250 m, with no significant velocity variations (Figure 7c). The
interfaces that characterize the model are most likely due to the nature of the inversion process, which
does not allow modeling of velocity gradients but discrete layers only. Shear-wave velocities increase from
about 250 m/s at shallow depths to ⁓ 1000 m/s at a depth of 260 m. Velocities remain the same down to
500 m, which is the maximum depth of our model. Synthetic dispersion curves are calculated using the
inverted model and can be seen to agree well with our dispersion observations (Figure 7a and 7b).

Model uncertainty can be evaluated by examining the results of the top 0.1% best-fit Vs profiles. To do
that, we have divided the model parameter space into bins of 5 m depth by 25 m/s Vs and have calculated
how many models fall within these bins and taken the spread of these results as uncertainty bounds. As
illustrated in Figure 7c, uncertainty increases with depth. As expected, lowest uncertainty is achieved for
depths down to ⁓100 m, with slightly higher uncertainties for depths between 100 m and ⁓250 m. Higher
model variability is observed at deeper depths, where uncertainty in Vs is mostly within 500 m/s. These
results are expected, since the low frequency content shown in our frequency-velocity spectra show low
amplitudes below ⁓1 Hz (Figure 7a and 7b). Stacking of longer ambient noise recordings in combination
with spatial stacking of a few contiguous channels would potentially help recover more energy at the lowfrequency end of the spectra.

Figure 7. Results of multimodal inversion of the analyzed 1 km-long virtual shot gather. (a) Amplitude normalized
dispersion spectra in the frequency-velocity domain. Experimental (black) and model-predicted (white/red)
dispersion curves. (b) As for (a) but dispersion spectrum is frequency normalized. (c) Comparison of inverted velocity
model with average Vs converted sonic well log. Number of models within bins of 5 m in depth by 25 m/s in V s is
shown for the top 0.1% best-fit models as a measure of uncertainty. Model bounds are also illustrated.

In order to evaluate the applicability of DAS ambient noise analysis for imaging at intermediate scales, we
compare our Vs model with the integrated Vs model converted from well log data as described in the
previous section. Our results show that the inverted velocity structure agrees with the converted well log
Vs profile (Figure 7c). Our model can capture the increasing velocity gradient described by the log data
and matches the very little velocity variation at depth. At depths between 150 m and 250 m, our best-fit
model predicts shear-wave velocities that are slightly lower than those defined by the converted well-logs
but fall within the uncertainty bounds. Well log data for depths shallower than 150 m are not available,
which again highlights the utility of dark fiber DAS datasets to retrieve subsurface velocity information at
high resolution. As described in the previous section, the dashed line illustrated here at those shallower
depths corresponds to the Vs trend estimated by the WS model. The model predicts velocities that are
higher than our inverted velocity structure. Subsurface properties at these depths, however, are highly
variable. It is expected that, due to many simplifying assumptions, the WS model is not able to adequately
capture the complexity of properties at these depths, resulting in a discrepancy between the two
estimated profiles. More detailed information on lithology, porosity, water saturation, etc. at these
depths and the application of a more sophisticated model for the shallower section of the profile would
help alleviate this issue.

Discussion
Our study illustrates that DAS datasets acquired using existing telecommunication networks are suitable
for applying ambient noise analysis to image the top several hundreds of meters of the subsurface. To
date, only a few works have focused on investigating the subsurface between several tens of meters to
several hundreds of meters using ambient noise approaches. Some recent examples include applications
such as reservoir-scale imaging and monitoring (De Ridder & Biondi, 2013; Mordret et al., 2014), landslide
imaging (Renalier et al., 2010) and basin-scale groundwater monitoring (Clements & Denolle, 2018). This
lack of intermediate-scale studies is mainly caused by the paucity of noise sources between the
microseisms band and higher frequency infrastructure noise sources, as well as the absence of
appropriate recording geometries. As previously discussed, waves with frequencies between 0.5 Hz and
1-2 Hz are needed to sample depths between 100 m and ⁓1 km (Figure 3b). In our investigation, we have
shown that railway activity generates enough energy at these frequencies; DAS arrays located along or
nearby railway tracks are suitable for recovering this noise. Along with this lower frequency component,
DAS also allows for recording waves at the traffic frequency band, which enables high-resolution imaging
of the shallow (top tens of meters) subsurface. Low frequency components are better recovered when
cross-correlating noise at receivers separated by long offsets. In contrast, high frequency surface waves
scatter off of near-surface features and attenuate rapidly; dense receiver spacing is required in order to
fully capture them. In our study we have proven that DAS recorded on dark fiber meets both
requirements, enabling the acquisition of high-quality, broadband ambient noise datasets at
unprecedented spatial resolution for distances of several kilometers without the necessity of sensor
installation or a power source.
Interesting applications of retrieving shear-wave velocity structure at depths of hundreds of meters
include their use in seismic reflection processing routines. First, accurate velocity models at these depthscales and spatial density would be useful for precise S-wave static corrections. When the shallow velocity
model at a site is not known, corrections are applied using constant velocities. In complex environments,

this simplification can result in significant distortion of reflector geometries (Yilmaz, 2001). Secondly, such
velocity models could potentially be used in later migration steps, which are indispensable for the correct
re-location of imaged structures. Lastly, the combination of shallow and intermediate depth Vs models
should find application in understanding earthquake ground motion, particularly in basins where the
combination of basement depth as well as near-surface soil properties are required for prediction of
amplification and structure performance. Ultimately, the potential of combining dark fiber DAS datasets
with ambient noise analysis for intermediate depth imaging, demonstrated in this study, paves the way
to efficient high-resolution imaging at a regional scale. Recent studies in the field of ambient seismic noise
interferometry have demonstrated that not only surface waves but also body waves can be recovered
from noise recordings and used for seismic reflection imaging and P-wave tomography (Draganov et al.,
2007; Ryberg, 2011; Nakata et al., 2015; Nakata et al., 2016). In an interferometric experiment carried
out in the Sirte basin in Libya using a classical geophone array and 11 hours of ambient seismic noise at
high frequencies (6-24 Hz), the authors are able to retrieve a reflection image of the subsurface that
compares to datasets acquired using active source data down to 1 s two-way traveltime (Draganov et al.,
2009, 2013). Within the Sacramento basin, most academic geophysical works have focused on
characterizing the basement and crustal structure of the Great Valley forearc basin (e.g. Godfrey et al.,
1997; Constenius et al., 2000), whereas a few others have investigated the stratigraphic architecture of
the Jurassic-Cretaceous Great Valley Group (Williams & Graham, 2013). The acquisition of DAS-based
ambient noise data at unprecedented spatial resolution would provide means to characterize the
stratigraphic framework and structure of the youngest (Paleogene-Quaternary) sedimentary sequences
of the basin infill. With the current dark fiber infrastructure, much of the length of the Sacramento basin
could be probed using only 4 independent interrogator units (Ajo-Franklin et al., 2018). Investigations of
this caliber are rarely feasible with conventional sensors due to instrument, deployment and maintenance
costs. This approach can be applied to other geological structures and environments where conventional
deployments are challenging or costly, such as basin-scale mapping of geothermal systems, reservoir
characterization or hazard evaluation in urban areas.

Conclusions
This study shows that ambient seismic noise interferometry can be applied to DAS datasets acquired in
existing telecommunication networks to retrieve shear-wave structure down to depths of 500 m. DASbased ambient seismic noise data were acquired along a 23.29 km long dark fiber network that crosses
part of the Sacramento Basin between northwest Sacramento and the city of Woodland for a period of
approximately 6 months. Noise originating from rail traffic in-line with the fiber array proved to be the
most energetic and broadband noise source and is exploited to perform interferometric analysis and
inversion of surface wave data to retrieve one-dimensional shear-wave velocity models beneath the array.
Results of a 1 km-long section located in the southern end of the array reveal that we can resolve
subsurface velocity structure down to a depth of 500 m, with increasing uncertainty below a depth of
⁓300 m. Our resultant S-wave velocity model agrees well with an average Vs profile converted from 7
sonic well logs acquired in gas wells in the vicinity of the DAS array. The potential of combining DAS-based
seismic datasets acquired in unused telecommunication networks with analysis of ambient seismic noise
opens up possibilities for efficient, high-resolution, basin-scale imaging.
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